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With the increasing depth of coal mining and expanding mining scale, the rocks surrounding deep roadways are in a complex
mechanical condition of frequent dynamic disturbance. *e heterogeneity has an important influence on rock mass failure under
dynamic loads. *erefore, it is necessary to study the deformation and failure of heterogeneous roadway under dynamic load. In
this paper, the effect of heterogeneity on stability of roadway under static and different dynamic loads is studied. According to the
results, the effect of rock mass heterogeneity on the deformation and failure of surrounding rock varies with different degrees of
heterogeneity. Under static loading conditions, the stability of roadway is negatively correlated with the degree of heterogeneity of
the rock mass. Under dynamic loading conditions, the change of heterogeneity degree has significant influence on the stability of
surrounding rock. With the increase in dynamic load strength, the change in variation difference in the average value of roof sag,
stress distribution, and plastic zone caused by variations in heterogeneity will increase. *is study contributes to understanding
the deformation and failure characteristics of heterogeneous roadways under dynamic loads and can be used to analyze het-
erogeneous roadways under dynamic loads.

1. Introduction

In underground coal mining, due to increasing depletion of
shallow resources, mines have entered the state of deep
resource mining domestically and internationally. Mean-
while, deep roadway surrounding rock is under a complex
stress condition. With dynamic disaster accidents becoming
increasingly serious, the deep roadways show a trend of large
damage. Maintenance of deep roadway has become more
difficult, which seriously hindered the safe production and
economic benefits of the coal mine [1]. According to sta-
tistical data, more than 80% of roadways in mines are dy-
namic pressure, affected by the microseismic events and
mining tremors; the dynamic pressure roadway is frequently
disturbed by dynamic load [2].

Based on the above situation, research studies on the
mechanism and control of underground roadway instability
under dynamic loads have received extensive attention from

domestic and foreign scholars [3–9]. He et al. [10] discussed
the distribution characteristics of static and dynamic loads
near the working face and proposed the stress condition and
energy variation law. Kong et al. [11] conducted the pos-
sibility analysis of the occurrence of roadway rock burst
under different dynamics. Liu et al. [12] analyzed the
judgment formula for failure of compound coal-rock under
static-dynamic coupling stress and proposed a formula for
energy release of compound coal-rock, revealing that the
interaction between the structure of compound coal-rock
and static-dynamic coupling stress is the key to rock burst.
Numerous efforts have been made to investigate the control
of underground roadway instability under dynamic loads.
However, most researchers assumed that the rock mass is
homogeneous in their studies. Based on complex deep
mining conditions, the lithology of coal seam strata is rel-
atively weakly affected by sedimentation, and the rock mass
is weakened as a result of fracture development, which leads
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to high heterogeneity in the rocks surrounding deep
roadways. As shown in Figure 1, the roadway has remarkable
heterogeneity characteristics and the assumption of a ho-
mogeneous rock mass is improper.

Regarding research on heterogeneous methods, in recent
years, numerical simulation, as an advanced technique, has
provided a new way to study rock heterogeneity [13–18]. On
the one hand, numerical simulation has the advantage of
controllability. *rough software built-in commands, the
degree of heterogeneity of the rock mass can be changed. On
the other hand, numerical simulation, compared with lab-
oratory test [19–21], breaks through the limit of the speci-
men size [22–24]. *e numerical simulation can simulate
large engineering scale heterogeneous rock mass. *erefore,
to clearly investigate the characteristics of heterogeneous
roadways under dynamic loads, this study can use the
numerical simulation research method, which considers
rock mass heterogeneity and complex stress conditions.
Based on Zhaogu No. 2. mine, the effect of heterogeneity on
rock mass stability under dynamic loads is analyzed. *e
research results can provide a method technology and
provide some help for selecting suitable support scheme for
further study of other highly heterogeneous rock engi-
neering projects that are frequently disturbed by dynamic
loads.

2. Engineering Case

2.1. Geotechnical Conditions of the Zhaogu No. 2 Mine.
*e average thickness of coal seam is 6.0m and buried depth
is about 625m. *e transportation roadway of 11030
working face in ZhaoguNo. 2mine is the research object and
is shown in Figure 2 [25].

*e roadway excavation along the roof and the designed
rectangular section has a width× height of 5.2m× 4.0m.*e
supporting design parameters and size of the roadway are
shown in Figure 3. *e roof and ribs’ bolts are supported by
high-strength rebar bolts; the spacing between rows is
800mm× 800mm. *e roof cable bolts use steel strands,
with a row spacing of 1300mm× 800mm.

2.2. Deformation Characteristics of Heterogeneous Roadway.
In complex stress environments, the degree of rock mass
heterogeneity directly affects the stability of underground
roadways. In engineering practice, a heterogeneous rock
mass will be affected by various forces during excavation,
and underground roadways will be further damaged. As
shown in Figure 4, the surrounding rock of the 11030 panel
entry is a typical heterogeneous rock mass. *e surrounding
rock marked by red has large deformation, but the sur-
rounding rock marked by green is relatively intact. *rough
fieldmonitoring, it is discovered that the surrounding rock is
seriously broken, which is only affected by excavation. *e
sag of the roof is large, and the two ribs have significant
inward convergence.

Due to existence of discontinuities in surrounding rock,
the distribution of fractures leads to heterogeneity of rock
mass in space. *e deformation of the surrounding rock

shows significant heterogeneity. *is heterogeneous large
deformation reduces the supporting effect.

2.3. Field Deformation Monitoring. Data are obtained
through field monitoring, which can be used to quanti-
tatively study the stability of the roadway. *erefore, the
displacement of the target roadway was monitored for
more than 70 days. *e measurement method is carried
out by measuring the variation of surrounding rock. *e
layout of displacement measuring points is shown in
Figure 5. *e station layout is shown in Figure 6. *e
displacement data were measured with a tape measure and
the absolute and relative shifts were calculated, respec-
tively. Measurement position scheme is shown in Table 1.
Seven of the convergences (D1 to D7) were monitored, as
shown in Figure 7.

Statistical analysis of data from themonitoring stations is
shown in Table 2. *e displacement data show that the
surrounding rock experienced serious deformation during
the monitoring period. Roof sag was 150 to 208.8mm, and
horizontal convergence reached 355 to 402mm. *ere are
obvious differences in the deformation at different mea-
suring stations. *e maximum difference in roof sag is
64.7mm, and the maximum difference in rib displacement is
32.4mm. By comparing the data in different time periods, it
is found that, in the first 20 days, the deformation of the roof
and two ribs is relatively intense and the deformation rate is
large, the deformation rates at different measuring stations
are significantly different, and the deformation of the sur-
rounding rock shows significant heterogeneous distribution
characteristics.

3. The Establishment of Heterogeneous Model

3.1. /e Weibull Distribution. Heterogeneity, as an impor-
tant characteristic of rock masses, affects the structural
stability and failure pattern of rock masses and needs to be
fully considered in numerical simulations. According to
previous studies [26–29], the Weibull distribution function
can effectively characterize surrounding rock with hetero-
geneous characteristics.

*e Weibull distribution formula is as follows:

f(u) �
m

u0
u

u0
 

m− 1
exp −

u

u0
 

m

 , (1)

where u is the mechanical property, u0 is the average value of
the mechanical property, and m is the homogeneity index.
*e higher m is, the higher the degree of rock mass ho-
mogeneity is. Rock mass tends to be homogeneous when m
reaches infinity [24]. In this study, using the strain-softening
model of FLAC3Dwith the second development of FISH, we
assign properties of rock elements based on the Weibull
distribution. *e simulated flow diagram is shown in
Figure 8.

3.2. Model Description. In this numerical model, an im-
portant factor that agrees with field practice has been
considered, which is the heterogeneity of rock. According to
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the sensitivity analysis of the model grid density, the size of
the model is determined to be 60× 60× 60m, as shown in
Figure 9. In situ stresses are applied; according to a previous
numerical study of the same roadway [30], we apply 15MPa
vertical stress to the top of the model to simulate the
overburden pressure, and the horizontal-vertical stress ratios
were set at 0.8 and 1.2, respectively. No displacement is
allowed in the direction perpendicular to the side bound-
aries. *e mechanical parameters of rock mass are listed in
Table 3 [31].

In order to verify the rationality of deformation distri-
bution studied in this paper, comparative analysis of sim-
ulation results and field data found that the simulation
results (m� 1.96) mostly match the field monitoring results,
as shown in Figure 10. *erefore, this model can be used for
subsequent research.

3.3. Method of Applying Dynamic Load. In the dynamic
calculation of numerical simulation, it is important to
choose a reasonable dynamic load application method and
conditions. At present, it is believed that the occurrence of
dynamic disaster accidents is closely related to the

propagation of vibration waves in rock masses. However, it
is very difficult to determine the position of the dynamic load
source. Actually, the stress wave acting on the surrounding
rock is a complex stress wave that has undergone multiple
interference or reflection. *us, it is difficult to study with
the method of theoretical analysis. According to elastic wave
theory, any complex stress wave can be obtained by the
Fourier transform of one or more sine functions [32, 33].
*erefore, we can use sine waves to simulate the dynamic
load.

*e sine shock wave formula is as follows:

v(z, t) � v0 sin 2πf
t − z

c
  , (2)

where v0 is the maximum vibration velocity of the particle
and f is the shock wave frequency. Note that dynamic load
damping induced by inner friction of materials cannot be
ignored. Research shows that the dynamic analysis of rock
mechanics by using local damping can achieve ideal results.
*e local damping of rock is generally selected in the 2% to
5% range.*e damping ratio for this experiment is chosen to
be 5%. Waves transiting the surrounding rocks will generate
a particle vibration velocity, and the maximum vibration

Figure 1: *e roadway with heterogeneity characteristics.
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Figure 2: Panel layout.
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Figure 4: Large deformation of a heterogeneous roadway during excavation.
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velocity is called the peak particle velocity (PPV). Some
researchers have conducted statistical analysis of the dy-
namic disasters in different coal levels, and the data show
that the average PPV is 2.5m/s [34]. *erefore, the applied
dynamic load is determined according to previous research,
since this is a general research and not a case study. So, we
did not determine the dynamic load according to one
specific seismicity event, but a reasonable load to present a
general condition.

4. Effect of Rock Mass Heterogeneity on
Underground Roadway Stability under
Static Loads

*e rock mass has strong heterogeneity due to heteroge-
neously distributed fractures. Not only does the heteroge-
neity of the rock mass impacts significantly the stability of
the rock mass structure but also makes underground en-
gineering more complicated.

To comprehensively investigate the stability of hetero-
geneous roadways, the roof deformation distribution, de-
formation magnitude, stress distribution, and surrounding
rock plastic zone were monitored.

4.1. Effect of Rock Mass Heterogeneity on Roof Deformation
under Static Loads. Under static loading conditions, spatial
distribution pattern of roof sag for different m is shown in
Figure 11, and the positions of the maximum sag are marked
in red.

*e effect of rock mass heterogeneity on roof defor-
mation is reflected in two sides: deformation magnitude and
spatial distribution pattern. In a low heterogeneity scenario,
the roof deformation distribution in space shows strong
heterogeneity, and the positions of the maximum sag have
significant randomness. Whenm� 1, the maximum roof sag
is the largest, followed by m� 3, and when m� 100, the
maximum roof sag is the smallest. As m increases, the
maximum roof sag decreases from 119.5mm to 48mm.

*e variation with m in the roof sag and deformation
distribution characteristics is caused by the heterogeneous
distribution in mechanical properties of the rock mass. As
the rock mass becomes more heterogeneous, the deforma-
tion tends to be nonuniformly distributed because hetero-
geneously distributed fractures lead to heterogeneous rock

mass weakening, resulting in severe deformation and
instability.

To study the effect on the roof sag of the rock mass
heterogeneity induced by heterogeneously distributed
fractures, studies on roof deformation are performed in
differentm. Figure 12 shows the changes in the deformation
distribution pattern and the variation of average roof sag
with m. Figures 11 and 12 show that there are distinct
differences in the deformation distribution pattern with
different m.

As seen in the deformation distribution pattern results of
Figure 12, when m� 1, the deformation distribution of the
roof is mainly concentrated in the range of 80∼99.9mm and
100∼119.9mm (53.1% and 34.3%, respectively).Whenm� 3,
m� 5, and m� 100, the deformation distribution of the roof
is mainly concentrated in the range of 30∼59.9mm (89%,
96.8%, and 100%, respectively). *e heterogeneity of the
rock mass affects the deformation distribution pattern. *e
effect on the deformation distribution pattern caused by
variations in heterogeneity will be weakened with an in-
crease in m. As demonstrated with the data analyses and
shown in Figure 12, with increasing m, the strength of the
surrounding rocks is improved and the average roof sag
decreases from 95.1 to 37.6mm. Moreover, the stability of
the roof is improved, and the deformation tends to be
uniformly distributed.

4.2. Effect of RockMassHeterogeneity on Stress Distribution of
Roof under Static Loads. In order to investigate the effect of
rock mass heterogeneity on the stress state of the roof, the
vertical stress distribution and local stress characteristics of
the roof are analyzed.

Under static loading conditions, the vertical stress
distribution of the roof is shown in Figure 13. *e rock
heterogeneity has a large effect on the vertical stress
distribution. As the rock mass becomes more homoge-
neous, the vertical stress distribution tends to be uni-
formly distributed. *ese results indicate that the
heterogeneity of the rock mass leads to strength varia-
tions in different positions of the roof, and the areas with
low strength must evolve into weak spots in the roof.
Under static loading conditions, these areas with low
strength will be primarily damaged for stress release, and
the stress value decreases in the local range. *erefore, the
roof is affected by the rock mass heterogeneity, forming
regions where the stress decreases locally. As demon-
strated with the data analyses and shown in Figure 13,
whenm � 1, the stress reduction region in the roof is 9.4%
of the total area and the value of the stress reduction is
0.5 MPa; when m � 5, the stress reduction region is 2.8%
of the total area and the value of the stress reduction is
0.6 MPa; when m � 100, the vertical stress in the roof is
uniformly distributed with a value of 0.6 MPa. *e higher
the degree of rock mass heterogeneity is, the larger the
effect of the vertical stress distribution will be. As the
degree of rock mass heterogeneity decreases, the size of
the local stress reduction region will become larger, and
the magnitude of the stress reduction will be smaller.

Figure 5: Layout of displacement measuring points.
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According to the data analysis in Figures 11 and 13, the
initial stress state of the rock mass has been disturbed due to
roadway excavation, resulting in the release and redistri-
bution of the stress. *e higher the degree of heterogeneity
is, the more heterogeneous the distribution of mechanical
properties and the weaker the mechanical properties of the
rock mass will be. Failure will occur at relatively lower
strength areas, and the stress in these areas transfers to the
adjacent regions. Meanwhile, this effect leads to severe roof
deformation and failure in the adjacent regions until the
stress in the surrounding rocks reaches the equilibrium state.
When the degree of rock mass homogeneity is higher, the
mechanical properties tend to be uniformly distributed.
*erefore, the strength of the roof is in a relatively close
range, and there will be no weak areas caused by the ex-
cessive strength difference in the roof.

4.3. Effect of Rock Mass Heterogeneity on Plastic Zones under
Static Loads. In the study of roadway stability, the extent of
plastic zone is an important parameter to analyze the stability of
surrounding rock. *e distribution of the plastic zone directly

determines the failure pattern and failure degree of the roadway.
To comprehensively study the characteristics of the plastic zone
in a heterogeneous roadway, monitoring sections are arranged
at different positions of the roadway, and three representative
sections are selected for analysis, as shown in Figure 14. Along
the roadway excavation direction, the roadway monitoring
sections at 22m, 26m, and 36m are marked in red, green, and
blue, respectively.

In order to investigate the effect of rock mass hetero-
geneity on the plastic zone of surrounding rocks, the plastic
zone of the roadway at different positions under static loads
is analyzed, as shown in Figure 15.

*e rock mass heterogeneity has a large effect on the
plastic zone of the roadway. At the same position of the
roadway, the range of the plastic zone decreases significantly
with the increase of m. Taking the plastic zone at 22m as an
example, investigations on the effect of heterogeneity in the
plastic zone of the roadway are performed. When m� 1, the
mechanical properties of the rock mass tend to be hetero-
geneously distributed, the strength of the surrounding rocks
is low, and the extent of the plastic zone is large. *e plastic
zone extent of roof and floor are 5.0m and 7.8m, respec-
tively, and discrete fracture elements are found.Whenm� 5,
the strength of surrounding rocks is improved, resulting in
the decrease of plastic zone extent, as the plastic zone extent
of the roof and the floor are 4.0m and 6.9m, respectively.
When m� 100, the mechanical properties of rock mass tend
to be distributed homogeneously, the strength of sur-
rounding rocks becomes higher, and the plastic zone extent
continues to decrease. *e plastic zone extents of the roof
and floor are 2.0m and 4.4m, respectively. *e discrete
fracture elements in the plastic zone have disappeared.

At the different positions of the roadway, the extent of the
plastic zone with the same values of the homogeneity indexm is
different. By studying the characteristics of the plastic zone at
different positions, the extent of the plastic zone on the right rib
of the roadway and the number of failure elements are analyzed.
When m� 1, the extent of plastic zone on the right rib of
roadway (20m, 26m, and 36m) is 6.6m, 7.2m, and 6.0m,
respectively, and the maximum change is 1.2m. When m� 5,
the extent of the plastic zone on the right rib of roadway (20m,

Yield Pillar

�e Station Layout

Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4...... Station 15 Station 16

11030 Roadway

Figure 6: Layout of stations.

Table 1: Positions of measuring points for displacement.

Number Location (m)
1 105m to roadway opening
2 115m to roadway opening
3 125m to roadway opening
4 135m to roadway opening
5 145m to roadway opening
6 155m to roadway opening
7 165m to roadway opening
8 175m to roadway opening
9 185m to roadway opening
10 195m to roadway opening
11 205m to roadway opening
12 215m to roadway opening
13 225m to roadway opening
14 235m to roadway opening
15 245m to roadway opening
16 255m to roadway opening
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Figure 7: Continued.
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26m, and 36m) is 6.6m, 6.6m, and 6.0m, respectively, and the
maximum change is 0.6m. When m� 100, the extent of the
plastic zone on the right rib of roadway (20m, 26m, and 36m)
is 6.0m, 6.0m, and 6.0m, respectively. With an increase in m,
the variation in plastic zone extent at different positions of the
roadway gradually decreases.

Moreover, the number of failure elements in surrounding
rock is analyzed by development program. *e number of
failure elements at different positions for different values ofm is
listed in Table 4.Whenm� 1, a large number of failure elements
have been found in the roof and floor of the roadway, and the
plastic zone is asymmetrically distributed. Due to the hetero-
geneous distribution of mechanical properties in rock mass, the
number of failure elements in the plastic zone at different
positions varies significantly, and the maximum difference in
the number of failure elements at different positions is 223.
When m� 5, the mechanical properties of rock mass are im-
proved, and the total number of failure elements in the plastic
zone at different positions is reduced, but the plastic zone at
different positions still presents asymmetric characteristics.
Whenm� 100, the rock mass tends to be homogeneous due to

homogeneously distributed fractures, and the number of failure
elements in the plastic zone at different positions decreases.*e
maximum difference in the number of failure elements at
different positions is 12, and the characteristics of asymmetrical
failure in the plastic zone at different positions disappear. *e
influence of the change in position on the number of failure
elements in each plastic zone will gradually weaken with an
increase in m.

Notably, the above plastic zone changes are due to the
heterogeneity of the rock mass. Because the size of roadway is
often much longer than the width, roadway is usually assumed
to be plane strain condition in the analysis of roadway stability.
However, the assumption is made that the rock mass is ho-
mogeneous, ignoring the effect of rock mass heterogeneity on
the plastic zone at different positions. *e plastic zones at
different positions of the roadway are significantly different
when the rock mass heterogeneity is considered.*erefore, it is
necessary to consider the effect of rock mass heterogeneity on
the plastic zone in numerical simulations.

According to the comparative analysis, it is important to
consider the heterogeneity of rock masses when studying
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Figure 7: Monitoring the surface displacement curves. (a) D1; (b) D2; (c) D3; (d) D4; (e) D5; (f ) D6; (g) D7.

Table 2: Surface displacement data of surrounding rock.

Stations

Roof Two ribs

Value
of sag
(mm)

*e
cumulative sag
of the first 20 d

(mm)

*e
cumulative

sag of 20∼50 d
(mm)

*e
cumulative

sag of 50∼70 d
(mm)

Value of
convergence

(mm)

*e cumulative
convergence of
the first 20 d

(mm)

*e cumulative
convergence of
20∼50 d (mm)

*e cumulative
convergence of
50∼70 d (mm)

D1 150 97.0 38.2 14.8 355 226.4 91.2 37.4
D2 152.9 100 3 8.2 14.7 364.7 235.2 85.2 44.3
D3 185.2 108.8 47.1 29.3 397 247.0 102.9 47.1
D4 194.1 120.6 47.1 26.5 394.1 252.9 100.0 41.2
D5 214.7 132.4 55.8 26.5 402.9 250.0 102.9 50.0
D6 211.7 129.4 52.9 29.4 397.0 258.8 94.1 44.1
D7 208.8 129.4 52.9 26.5 394.1 241.2 105.8 47.1
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and analyzing the stability of roadways. *e numerical
model considering the heterogeneity of the rock mass
provides calculation results closer to the field conditions,
which verifies the correctness of the algorithm. *is method
can be used to study the stability and failure mechanism.

5. Effect of Rock Mass Heterogeneity on
Underground Roadway Stability under
Dynamic Loads

To study the stability of heterogeneous roadways under
different dynamic loads, the roof deformation distribution,

deformation magnitude, stress distribution, and surround-
ing rock plastic zone were monitored to show the effect of
rock mass heterogeneity on the stability of the surrounding
rock.

5.1. Effect of Rock Mass Heterogeneity on Roof Deformation
under Dynamic Loads. Under dynamic loading conditions,
spatial distribution of roof sag along roadway, in differentm,
is shown in Figure 16. Compared with the static loading
conditions, the roof sag distribution shows variation under
dynamic loads, and the deformation magnitude of the roof
increases significantly. When m� 1, the maximum roof sag
increases from 127.1mm (PPV� 0.5m/s) to 192.2mm
(PPV� 2.5m/s). Average roof sag values for different dy-
namic loading conditions are shown in Table 5. According to
Table 5 and Figure 16, the changes inm directly influence the
roof deformation magnitude and deformation distribution,
and the influence changes with the increase in dynamic load
strength. When PPV� 0.5m/s, the maximum roof sag de-
creases with increasing m from 127.1 to 48.6mm; when
PPV� 1.5m/s, the maximum roof sag decreases from 156 to
56.2mm; when PPV� 2.5m/s, the maximum roof sag de-
creases from 192.2 to 78.9mm. Under different dynamic
loading conditions, the variation in the maximum roof sag
caused by variations in heterogeneity is 78.5mm, 99.8mm,
and 113.3mm. *ese results show that the greater the dy-
namic load, the greater the impact of heterogeneity on the
stability of surrounding rock.

To study the effect of the rock mass heterogeneity in-
duced by heterogeneously distributed fractures on roof sags
under different dynamic loads, values of roof deformation
are captured from the model for different values of m. *e
deformation distribution pattern and the average roof sag
under different dynamic loads are shown in Figure 17.

According to Figures 12 and 17(a), when PPV� 0.5m/s,
the deformation distribution pattern and the average roof
sag are similar to those under static loads. With the increase
in rock mass homogeneity, the difference in the average roof
sag is 60.1mm, and the difference is only 2.6mm compared
with the static loading conditions. As shown in Figure 17(a),
the deformation distribution of the roof is mainly con-
centrated in the range of 30∼59.9mm, and the deformation
of the entire roof is small. *e effect of the dynamic loads
(PPV� 0.5m/s) on the roadway is lower when m� 5 and
m� 100, and there is little change in the deformation dis-
tribution pattern.

As shown in Figure 17(b), when PPV� 1.5m/s, the effect
of dynamic loads on the deformation distribution pattern
changes with increasing dynamic load strength. *e effect of
dynamic loads on roofs with different values of m is obvi-
ously different. Compared with the deformation distribution
pattern of the roof, when PPV� 0.5m/s, the variation in the
deformation distribution pattern becomes much larger
when m� 3, and the proportion of the deformation distri-
bution in the range of 30∼59.9mm increases by 50%.

As shown in Figure 17(c), when PPV� 2.5m/s, the effect
of dynamic loads on the deformation distribution pattern
changes again. *e deformation magnitude of the roof

Model establishment

Initial static load stress balance

Implementation of hetergenity by
Weibull distribution model

Roadway excavation

Static calculation balance

Applying dynamic load

Dynamic calculation balance

End

Figure 8: *e simulated flow diagram.

Sandstone

20m
Hetarogeneous area

60 m
60 m

60 m

Sandy mudstone
Mudstone

Coal

siltstone

Sandy mudstone

Sandy mudstone

Figure 9: Heterogeneous model.
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significantly increases with increasing dynamic load
strength. *e proportion of deformation distribution in-
creases greatly in the range of 80∼99.9mm and
100∼119.9mm. With the increase in rock mass homoge-
neity, the variation difference of the average roof sag is
81.3mm, and the difference is 21.2mm compared with that
at PPV� 0.5m/s.

*ese results show that, under different dynamic loads
the characteristics of the deformation distribution pattern
are obviously different. When the dynamic load is low, the
deformation distribution pattern is mainly determined by
the degree of rock homogeneity, and the dynamic load has
almost no effect on the deformation distribution pattern.
*e effect of dynamic loads on the deformation distribution
pattern varies with increasing dynamic load strength. When
the degree of rock mass heterogeneity is higher, the de-
formation distribution pattern is more easily affected by
dynamic loads due to the relatively weak mechanical
properties of the rock mass, and the deformation distri-
bution will concentrate in the relatively large deformation
range. *erefore, under a large dynamic loading condition,
the deformation distribution pattern is determined by rock
heterogeneity and dynamic load strength.

5.2. Effect of RockMassHeterogeneity on Stress Distribution of
Roof under Dynamic Loads. Under dynamic loading con-
ditions, the vertical stress distribution of the roof is shown in
Figure 18. *e relative size of the local stress reduction
region in the roof is shown in Table 6. By comparing the

relative size of the local stress reduction region under the
same dynamic loading conditions, the area of the local stress
reduction region of t can be found. *e roof decreases
obviously with the increase ofm, and the distribution of local
stress will become uniform when m� 100.

When PPV� 0.5m/s, the relative size of the stress re-
duction region decreases from 10.2% (m� 1) to 3.3% (m� 5),
a decrease of 6.9%. When PPV� 1.5m/s and PPV� 2.5m/s,
the relative size of the local stress reduction region caused by
heterogeneous degree variation (m� 1 tom� 5) decreases by
11.1% and 22.5%, respectively. Note that whenm� 100, with
the increase in dynamic load strength, a stress reduction
region appears along the central axis of the roof because the
energy gathered in the roof is released after failure. Com-
paring with the vertical stress distribution of the roof under
static loading conditions, it can be found that the effect of
dynamic loads on the vertical stress distribution varies under
different dynamic loads. According to the data analysis, the
larger the dynamic load is, the more effect heterogeneity will
have on roof stability.

5.3. Effect of Rock Mass Heterogeneity on Plastic Zones under
Dynamic Loads. *e plastic zone of the roadway at different
positions under different dynamic loads is shown in Fig-
ure 19. By comparing Figures 15 and 19, the rock mass
heterogeneity has a large effect on the plastic zone of the
roadway under dynamic loads. *e changes in m directly
influence the plastic zone extent at the roof and floor. To
study the effect of the rock mass heterogeneity on the

Table 3: Rock mass properties.

Lithology K (GPa) G (GPa) c (MPa) Φ (°) cr (MPa) εp (%)
Sandstone 9.1 5.9 3.9 45 0.39 0.01
Sandy mudstone 5.2 3.1 3.2 40 0.32 0.01
Mudstone 2.4 1.1 2.1 35 0.21 0.01
Coal 1.3 0.6 1.4 31 0.14 0.01
Sandy mudstone 7.2 4.0 3.4 37 0.34 0.01
Siltstone 9.6 6.5 4.2 47 0.42 0.01
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Figure 10: Statistics of roof sag values at different measuring points.
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roadway under different dynamic loads, the failure of the
roadway at different positions under dynamic loads is an-
alyzed. *e plastic zone at 22m is taken as an example for
analysis. When PPV� 1.5m/s, the plastic zone extent at the
roof and the floor decreases from 5m and 7.8m to 4.0m and
5.2m, respectively, with an increase in m. When
PPV� 2.5m/s, the plastic zone extent at the floor decreases
from 8.6m to 6.9m. *ese results show that the influence of
rock mass heterogeneity on the plastic zone decreases with
the increase of dynamic load strength.

Under different dynamic loading conditions, the number
of failure elements in the plastic zone at 22m of the roadway
is shown in Table 7. As demonstrated with the data analyses
and shown in Table 7, the number of failure elements in the
plastic zone decreases with an increase in m. When
PPV� 0m/s, PPV� 1.5m/s, and PPV� 2.5m/s, the maxi-
mum variation differences in the amount of failure elements
caused by variation in heterogeneity are 27, 76, and 81,
respectively. *e number of failure elements in the rock
mass increases with increasing dynamic load strength.
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Figure 12: Roof deformation distribution pattern and the average roof sag for different values of m under static loads.
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However, the effect of rock mass heterogeneity on the
number of failure elements tends to weaken with increasing
dynamic load strength.

According to the above analysis, the effect of rock mass
heterogeneity on the stability of roadways significantly varies
under dynamic loads. For deep roadways, under

complicated conditions with high heterogeneity and fre-
quent dynamic disturbance, it is necessary not only to an-
alyze the effect of the heterogeneity of the rock mass on the
stability of the roadway but also to study the effect of the
dynamic loads on the stability of the heterogeneous
roadway.
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Figure 13: Roof vertical stress distribution under static loads.
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Figure 14: Monitoring sections at different positions of the roadway.
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Figure 15: Continued.
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No plastic failure
Shear failure
Tensile failure

(c)

Figure 15: Plastic zones under static loads at different positions of the roadway: (a) 22m , (b) 26m, and (c) 36m.

Table 4: *e number of failure elements at different positions for different values of m.

m Positions (m) Number of failure elements

1

22 329
26 526
36 303
22 320

5
26 324
36 328
22 249

100 26 238
36 250
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Figure 16: Continued.
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Figure 16: Roof sag distribution for different values ofm under dynamic loads: (a) PPV� 0.5m/s, (b) PPV� 1.5m/s, and (c) PPV� 2.5m/s.

Table 5: *e average roof sag under the different dynamic loads.

PPV (m/s)
*e average roof sag (mm)

m
1 3 5 100

0 95.1 53.0 46.2 37.6
0.5 102.5 59.4 51.8 42.4
1.5 129.3 79.8 69.8 54.1
2.5 158.2 107.2 94.7 76.9
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Figure 17: Continued.
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Figure 17: Roof deformation distribution pattern and the average roof sag with respect tom under different dynamic loads: (a) PPV� 0.5m/
s, (b) PPV� 1.5m/s, and (c) PPV� 2.5m/s.
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Figure 18: Roof vertical stress distribution under different dynamic loads: (a) PPV� 0.5m/s, (b) PPV� 1.5m/s, and (c) PPV� 2.5m/s.

Table 6: *e relative size (percentage of total area) of the local stress reduction region under different dynamic loads.

PPV (m/s)
*e relative size of local stress reduction region (%)

m
1 3 5 100

0.5 10.2 11.0 3.8 0
1.5 16.5 10.8 5.3 0
2.5 38.6 10.8 16 0
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Figure 19: Continued.
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Figure 19: Continued.
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Figure 19: Plastic zone of the roadway at different positions under different dynamic loads: (a) 22m, (b) 26m, and (c) 36m.
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6. Conclusions

Based on the engineering background of Zhaogu No. 2
Mine, this paper uses a Weibull distribution model to
describe the heterogeneous rock mass, studying the effect
of heterogeneity on the rock mass by FLAC3D numerical
simulation software. *e effects of rock mass heteroge-
neity on the deformation, stress distribution, and plastic
zones of the roadway effect are analyzed. *e results show
that, under static loads, the positions of the maximum sag
have significant randomness, and the average roof sag
gradually decreases with an increase inm. Asm increases,
the maximum roof sag decreases from 119.5 mm (m � 1)
to 48mm (m � 100). Under dynamic loads, the effect of
variations in heterogeneity is found to change. With the
increase in dynamic load strength, the change in variation
difference of the sag value caused by variations in het-
erogeneity will increase.

After roadway excavation, the roof is affected by the
heterogeneity of the rock mass, forming a region where
the stress decreases locally. Under static loads, as the rock
mass becomes more homogeneous, the vertical stress
distribution tends to be uniformly distributed. *e per-
centage of stress reduction region in roof decreases from
9.4% (m � 1) to 2.8% (m � 5). Under dynamic loads, this
effect caused by variation in heterogeneity becomes much
larger. When PPV � 0.5 m/s, the relative size of the stress
reduction region decreases from 10.2% (m � 1) to 3.3%
(m � 5), a decrease of 6.9%. When PPV � 1.5 m/s and
PPV � 2.5 m/s, the relative size of the local stress re-
duction region caused by heterogeneous degree variation
(m � 1 to m � 5) decreases by 11.1% and 22.5%,
respectively.

Rock mass heterogeneity in the plastic zones of roadways
at different positions is investigated. Under static loads, the
plastic zones at different positions of the roadway are sig-
nificantly different when the heterogeneity of the rock mass
is considered. Under dynamic loads, this effect of variations
in heterogeneity is found to change. *e number of failure
elements in the rock mass increases with increasing dynamic
load strength, but the rate of increase tends to decrease with
increasing dynamic load strength.
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